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Dear Digest Readers, 
 

 For those of you who might have missed it, we are producing Digests for every track in the country.  You can buy the Data 
Lines for every race from Assiniboia Downs to Zia Park. And, we do complete Digests for the major meetings: Saratoga, Gulfstream 
Park, Belmont, Aqueduct, Keeneland and Churchill Downs.  We’ve added the Monmouth summer meeting, too.  All of these editions 
are available for download and we continue to publish hard copy for Southern and Northern California.   
 
 If you are in Las Vegas and aren’t getting the Digest delivered to your race book, contact your race book manager and ask for 
them to begin carrying the Digest for you.   
 
 Our goal is to help you make informed betting decisions on a daily basis and strive to offer a handicapping lesson in every 
issue.   
 

Today's Racing Digest FAQ 

 

What is Today’s Racing Digest?  For over 39 years Today’s Racing Digest has specialized in California racing, producing 
handicapping information in both a Southern and Northern California issue in print and on-line at www.todaysracingdigest.com. Today’s 
Racing Digest has, and always will be, dedicated to the survival of the horseplayer. 
 

What makes Today’s Racing Digest different from other racing publications?  The Digest offers many features that cannot be 
found in other horseracing publications. Features such as track bias, Pace Ratings, which measure early speed, and a “paper race” 
called the Fractional Charting which compares each horse in today’s race based on a representative past performance. A page 
dedicated entirely to workout analysis has always been a popular feature, along with “Hot & Cold” trainer reports, a Claim Box report for 
owners and trainers, and our Better-Than-Looked List, which highlights horses exiting troubled or exceptional performances. 
 

What are Data Lines?  A horse’s Data Lines can be found under the name of each horse on the race page. Often called “running lines” 
and “past performances”, the Digest’s Data Lines are unique in that the times for each race are adjusted to today’s distance, taking into 
account track pars and the track variant (the speed of the track). This allows for an accurate and easier comparison when horses are 
coming together after racing at different distances and/or surfaces. Also listed in the Data Lines are the conditions of the horse’s 
previous races, jockeys, track, track condition, finish position, track bias and morning line (ML) and actual odds (A). 
 

Does the Digest offer performance ratings or speed figures?  Today’s Racing Digest prides itself in offering numerous performance 
figures for the handicapper. Pace and Final Time Ratings can be found at the end of each Data Line and are the most popular. The 
Pace Rating measures early speed, while the Final Time Rating assigns a figure for the final time. The Digest also offers the CPR 
(Comprehensive Performance Rating) and FIRE Number, ratings which take into account each time recorded in the race and put it all 
together in one number. Noted handicapper/writer Tim Osterman also contributes the Fast Figs, which are a speed and class figure all 
in one. 
 

Where can I find a copy of Today’s Racing Digest?  Today’s Racing Digest can be purchased at every major track in California, as 
well as major satellite facilities. The Digest is also sold at selected retail outlets throughout the state, and is usually available 24 hours 
before first post. For a location nearest you or for the number of your local distributor, please call (760) 603-8800. The Digest, along 
with a stable full of simulcast handicapping information, can also be purchased on-line at www.todaysracingdigest.com.  On our web-
site you can purchase all issues of Today’s Racing Digest for tracks across the country at a discount in price and selections from our 
stable of handicappers. There are also numerous “free” areas, such as the Daily Money Plays, Feature Races, and Week In Review, 
which provides commentary on all the previous week’s races.  Give it a look. We think you’ll like what you see. 
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